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Luminosity

LeptonPhoton
EPS
PLHC

 LHC performed extremely well this year, as of yesterday:
 Peak luminosity ~ 3.6 × 1033 cm-2 s-1
 Delivered ~ 5.2 fb-1
 ATLAS has been very efficient at recording data: ~ 94%

 Opportunity to explore new territories at the TeV scale !
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Searches Beyond the Standard Model: why ?
 Standard Model:

Effective theory that breaks down at a certain scale
 Hierarchy: quadratic divergence of the Higgs mass,
extremely fine tuned
 What is the underlying nature of EWSB ?
 Dark matter:

cannot be explained by Standard Model
 Neutrinos have mass:

where are the right-handed neutrinos ?
 Why is gravity so weak ?
 BSM models attempt to solve the SM limitations
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Models vs Signatures
 Searches are motivated by BSM physics
 A new model can predict several signatures
 Analysis starts with search for interesting signatures
 The (non-) observation of a signature can constrain several models

From Henri Bachacou Lepton-Photon talk
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ATLAS has produced many results
 Past year has been very exciting and productive at the LHC

 ATLAS exotics group alone has produced:
 15 journal publications
 25 conference notes

 Access to all ATLAS public results:

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/AtlasPublic
 Focus on a few analyses instead of presenting everything
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Focus of this talk
 Searches for new heavy resonances
 Dilepton
 Lepton + MET
 Same-sign dimuon
 Dilepton + dijet
 Dijet
 Searches for evidence of strong gravity / extra dimensions
 Monojet
 Dilepton
 Diphoton
 Diphoton + MET
 Same-sign dimuon
 Lepton + multijets
 Searches for long lived particles
 Many results but will not present any
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The ATLAS Detector
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The ATLAS Detector
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Search for Heavy Resonances

Dominique Fortin
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Search for Heavy Resonances
Searches for new resonances have historically brought major breakthroughs by
either confirming important SM predictions or discovering unexpected particles

What is out there ?
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Search for Heavy Resonances
 Predicted by numerous extensions of the

Standard Model:
 GUT-inspired theories, little Higgs
 new heavy gauge bosons (W’, Z’)
 Technicolor
 technihadrons
 Randall-Sundrum extra dimension
 KK graviton
 Experimental challenge:
 Understanding detector performance in

region with no (little) control sample
 Leptons approaching 1 TeV
 Important to adjust MC simulations
 background predictions
 signal efficiency
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High pT electron selection
 EM cluster energy ET > 25 GeV
 Corrected for leakage and losses in dead material
 Many requirements to ensure shower shape and leakage in hadronic calorimeter

are compatible with EM shower
 Removal of transition region between barrel and endcap for best resolution
 Association of EM cluster to ID track
 Recontruction × ID efficiency ~ 85%
 QCD suppression:
 Calorimeter isolation requirement
 Tuned on analysis basis
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Understanding high pT electrons
 EM scale and resolution
 Testbeam with 10 to 200 GeV electrons
 Calibration runs (electronics) up to ~ 2 TeV
 In-situ calibration:
 low mass resonances: J/ψ → ee
 high mass resonances: Z → ee
 Resolution dominated by constant term ~1.5% at high pT
 Trigger and reconstruction efficiency
 Tag-and-probe techniques using Z → ee
 Study of EM shower shape evolution

 Understanding fake rate: conversions, π0, jets
 Evaluated on an analysis basis
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High pT muon selection
 Track reconstructed in both ID and MS
 Combined momentum pT > 25 GeV
 Correction for Eloss through calorimeters
 Requirement of hits in 3 muon stations
 Maximize resolution performance
 Minimize instrumental bkg
 Gaps in coverage
 Reduced efficiency
 Currently investigating 2 station performance
 Required to tune simulation
 Compatibility with primary vertex
 To suppress cosmic contamination
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Understanding high pT muons
 In-situ calibration of momentum scale:
 Cosmic data
 low mass resonances: J/ψ → µµ
 high mass resonances: Z → µµ

 Trigger and reconstruction efficiency
 Tag-and-probe with Z → µµ
 Extrapolation of results to very high pT
 Studies of catastrophic Eloss
 Alignment of the MS  resolution at high pT
 Optical alignment
 Straight-track runs (toroids off)

1 TeV muon  ~500 micron sagitta

 Overlapping detector regions
 For most of the detector alignment known to better than 100 microns !
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Understanding high pT muons
 In-situ calibration of momentum scale:
 Cosmic data
 low mass resonances: J/ψ → µµ
 high mass resonances: Z → µµ

 Trigger and reconstruction efficiency
 Tag-and-probe with Z → µµ
 Extrapolation of results to very high pT
 Studies of catastrophic Eloss
 Alignment of the MS  resolution at high pT
 Optical alignment
 Straight-track runs (toroids off)
 Overlapping detector regions
 Momentum resolution between 0.13 – 0.20 / TeV !
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Search for resonances with dileptons
Heaviest mee event in 1 fb-1
ET,lead = 0.26 TeV
ET,sublead = 0.21 TeV
mee
= 0.99 TeV
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Z’ production (spin 1)
 Many models predict new U(1) with neutral gauge boson Z’
 Benchmark: Sequential Standard Model (SSM)
 Heavy neutral boson with spin 1 and Z-like couplings
 Not theoretically motivated
 GUT inspired E6 model gives rise to 2 additional U(1) fields

E6  SO(10) × U(1)Ψ
 SU(5) × U(1)χ × U(1)Ψ
 SU(3)C × SU(2)L × U(1)Y × U(1)χ × U(1)Ψ
 Particle associated with fields χ and Ψ can mix to form Z’ candidates
 Z’(θE6) = ZΨ’ cos θE6 + Zχ’ sin θE6
 Six well motivated choices of θE6
 Z’ =

Dominique Fortin

{ Zψ’, ZΝ’, Zχ’, Zη‘, Zl’, ZS’ }
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LSTC technimesons
 Technicolor: alternate model for EWSB
 LSTC: low-scale technicolor
 SU(NTC= 4)

QCD

Lane and Eichten,
Phys. Lett. B 222, 274)

980

782
770

 Walking coupling

a0
aT

 ND= 9 isospin doublets of techniquarks
 ΛTC ~ 246 GeV/√ND ~ 100 GeV

LSTC

ω0
ρ0

ωT
ρT
πT

330
300
200

 Particle spectrum  QCD-like spectrum
 Technipions: πT
 Technimesons: near-degenerate ρT, ωT, aT, …
135

 V  nπT decays ~ forbidden

Mass (MeV)

 Narrow resonances
 πT → 2 jets

Mass (GeV)

In what follows:
assume degenerate ρT, ωT
ignore aT and higher resonances

 ρT0, ωT0, aT0 → l+lDominique Fortin
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Randall Sundrum graviton (spin 2)
 Randall-Sundrum model
 One highly curved extra dimension
 Two branes: TeV and Planck scale
 Gravitons G propagate everywhere
 SM confined to TeV brane
 In minimal RS model, gives rise to KK tower of ~TeV

separated massive graviton states
 G* have k/Mpl coupling to SM particles
 G* have spin 2  more central decays
 Width of G* proportional to (k/Mpl)2
 Narrow resonances for k/Mpl ≤ 0.1
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Search for resonances with dileptons
 Benchmark: SSM Z’
 Very clean signature:
 Bump in dilepton invariant mass

provided good lepton pT resolution
 SM backgrounds:
 Z/γ → ll
 Diboson
 ttbar
 W → lν + jets (electron channel)
 QCD  from data
 Suppress all reducible backgrounds
 DY dominates bkg in search region
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Z/γ → ll background expectation
 Predicted with Pythia with LO* PDF
 Corrected to NNLO using mass

dependent k-factor
 Computation with PHOZR
 Apply same k-factor to Z’ signal
 Smooth background shape
 Dominant uncertainties from PDF and higher order corrections
 PDF/αs
 EW k-factors
 QCD k-factors

Dominique Fortin
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Search for resonances with dileptons: QCD estimate
 Source of fake electrons
 Photon conversions
 Semileptonic heavy flavor decays
 Jets faking electrons
 Methods for estimating fakes:
 Reverse electron identification
 Isolation fit technique
 Fake rate from jet samples
 Source of fake muons
 Semileptonic heavy flavor decays
 Decays in flight of k and π
 Estimate fake muons from isolation
 Negligible
Dominique Fortin
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Search for resonances with dileptons
 Normalization to the Z-peak
 Scale correction < 1%
 Cancels mass independent systematics
 Remaining systematic uncertainties on bkg
 Theoretical
 Experimental

Dominique Fortin

~ 11%
~ 5%
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Search for resonances with dileptons
 Search for narrow resonance in 2D with

floating mass and cross-section
 Finely binned fully simulated signal shapes
 Outcome ranked using likelihood ratio
 includes trial factors
 Result for background only hypothesis
 p-values of 54% (ee) and 24% (µµ)
 Set limit on cross-section × branching fraction
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Search for resonances with dileptons: limits

 Acceptance for ρT→ l+l- same as Z’
 Mass limit: M(ρT) > 470 GeV
 Acceptance for G* ≠ SSM Z’
 Separate limits

Accepted by Phys.Rev.Lett.
arXiv:1108.1582
Dominique Fortin
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New

Search for resonances with dileptons: technimesons

 Scan for M(ρT) and M(πT) simultaneously


For M(ρT) - M(πT) = 100 GeV:

M(ρT) > 470 GeV

 Improvement from

Tevatron for full
search region

 LSTC interpretation of

CDF Wjj excess
Phys. Rev. Lett. 106 (2011) 171801

ATLAS-CONF-2011-125
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Search for resonances with dileptons: summary

 Significant improvement from 2010 result (~40 pb-1)
 beyond Tevatron and LEP2
 Comparable results from CMS (not shown)
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Search for resonances with dileptons: summary

Searching for ever heavier objects important
Keep searching for bumps at lower masses also important
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Search for resonances with lepton + MET
Highest mT event in 1 fb-1
mT = 1.33 TeV
ET,e = 0.67 TeV
MET = 0.67 TeV
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Search for resonances with lepton + MET
 Search for new heavy charged bosons
 Technirho, little Higgs, …
 Benchmark: SSM W’
 Signature: 1 lepton + MET
 Look for Jacobian peak

 SM backgrounds:
 W → lν
 Z → ll
 ttbar
 Diboson
 QCD  from data
 Suppress heavy flavor with isolation and

multijet bkg with MET/ET cut (electrons)
Dominique Fortin
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Search for resonances with lepton + MET
 Search for new heavy charged bosons
 Technirho, little Higgs, …
 Benchmark: SSM W’
 Signature: 1 lepton + MET
 Look for Jacobian peak

 SM backgrounds:
 W → lν
 Z → ll
 ttbar
 Diboson
 QCD  from data
 Suppress heavy flavor with isolation and

multijet bkg with MET/ET cut (electrons)
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Search for resonances with lepton + MET
 Systematic uncertainties on total bkg
 Experimental
 QCD estimate
 SM bkg

~ 6%
~ 10% (e-channel)
~ 14%

 No excess found
 Maximum deviation at ~ 2σ
 Set limit on cross-section × branching ratio
 Single bin counting 95% C.L.
 Set mass limit on SSM W’ at 2.15 TeV
 Significant improvement over 2010 results

Accepted by Phys. Lett. B
arXiv:1108.1316
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Search for resonances with same-sign dimuons

Dominique Fortin
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Search for resonances with same-sign dimuons
 Predicted by many models
 Left-right symmetric models
 Higgs triplet models
 Little Higgs
 Very clean signature – little backgrounds:
 Dibosons
 Wrong matching between ID and MS tracks
 Non-prompt (QCD) muons:
 Semileptonic decays (heavy flavor)
 Decays in flight of k and π
 Selection
 Require ID and MS tracks to have same charge
 Isolated muon
 Tight impact parameter requirements
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Search for resonances with same-sign dimuons
 Prompt muon efficiency “r” evaluated from Z
 Fake rate: large impact parameter sample
 Identify two types of muons
 Tight (T): pass isolation requirements
 Loose (L): fail isolation requirements
 Four possible dimuon combinations:

 r: prompt muon efficiency
 f: fake rate
 Total background from non-prompt is the sum of

Dominique Fortin
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Search for resonances with same-sign dimuons
2.

1.

Mass of opposite µ-pair [GeV]

Mass of opposite µ-pair [GeV]

 Test matrix method over different control samples
1.
2.
3.
4.


Opposite charge + both muons pass tight isolation
Opposite charge + both muons fail tight isolation
Same charge + at least one muon fails impact parameter
Same charge + both muons fail tight isolation

Prediction agree within uncertainties

Dominique Fortin
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Search for resonances with same-sign dimuons
4.

3.

Mass of same-sign µ-pair [GeV]

Mass of same-sign µ-pair [GeV]

 Test matrix method over different control samples
1.
2.
3.
4.


Opposite charge + both muons pass tight isolation
Opposite charge + both muons fail tight isolation
Same charge + at least one muon fails impact parameter
Same charge + both muons fail tight isolation

Prediction agree within uncertainties
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Search for resonances with same-sign dimuons

 Reasonable agreement in pT spectrum between data and background predictions
 Shown are leading and subleading muon momenta
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Search with same-sign dimuons: inclusive limits

Mass of same-sign µ-pair [GeV]
Mass of same-sign µ-pair [GeV]

 No excess found
 Fiducial cross-section limits as a function of

dimuon mass (i.e. model independent)
 Most stringent limit on same-sign top

ATLAS-CONF-2011-126 & ATLAS-CONF-2011-139
Dominique Fortin
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Search for resonances with same-sign dimuons

Mass of same-sign µ-pair [GeV]

 Doubly charged Higgs assumptions

 Obtain following mass limits

 Left-right symmetric models

 mass(HL) > 375 GeV (exp. 342 GeV)

 Drell-Yan production mechanism

 mass(HR) > 295 GeV (exp. 286 GeV)

 BR(µ±µ±) = 100%
 Search window is ±10% of Higgs mass

ATLAS-CONF-2011-127
Dominique Fortin
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Search for resonances with same-sign dimuons
 Don’t assume a BR(µ±µ±) a priori
 Produce limit on BR(µ±µ±) vs mass
 left-handed Higgs (top)
 right-handed Higgs (bottom)

ATLAS-CONF-2011-127
Dominique Fortin
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Search for heavy resonances with 2 leptons + 2 jets

Heaviest meejj event in 40 pb-1
ET,lead = 0.30 TeV
ET,sublead = 0.26 TeV
meejj
= 0.82 TeV
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Search for heavy resonances with 2 leptons + 2 jets: WR + N
2010 data analysis: 34 pb-1
 Search for Majorana neutrino and WR
 Benchmark: left-right symmetric model
 Signature:
 ee, µµ, or eµ + 2 jets
 Leptons can be of opposite or same

charge
 Backgrounds:
 Z+jets, ttbar, diboson
 Fake leptons  data-driven
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Search for heavy resonances with 2 leptons + 2 jets: WR + N

 Final selection
 Mlljj > 400 GeV
 Σ pT,l,j > 400 GeV (OS only)
 Data agrees with background estimates

Dominique Fortin
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Search for heavy resonances with 2 leptons + 2 jets: WR + N

 No excess found
 Consider cases without (left) and with (right) neutrino mixing
 2-D limits on Majorana neutrino masses vs WR masses

ATLAS-CONF-2011-115
Dominique Fortin
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Search for black holes
Most energetic monojet event in 1 fb-1
pT,lead = 0.60 TeV
pT,sublead < 0.03 TeV
MET
= 0.53 TeV
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Search for black holes
 ADD (Arkani-Hamed, Dimopoulos, Dvali) family of models
 Large flat extra dimensions
 Eff. Planck scale MD down to TeV: MPl = MD2+n Rn
 Black holes can be created if √s > MD
 Microscopic black holes decaying via Hawking radiation
 Large uncertainty on models due to our ignorance of quantum gravity
 A good guess:
 Decay is democratic and isotropic
 Large multiplicity of particles
 Search for decays with many jets and leptons at high mass
 Estimate 15-50% of events have high pT lepton
 Dramatically reduce backgrounds by requiring a lepton
 Small cost: only few models with few leptons
Dominique Fortin
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New

Search for black holes with lepton + jets

2011 data analysis: 1.04 fb-1
 Benchmark: rotating BH
 BlackMax and Charybdis generators
 n = 6; MD = 0.8 TeV; MTh= 4 TeV
 Signature:
 At least 1 high pT lepton + 2 jets
 Backgrounds:
 W+jets, Z+jets, ttbar  adjusted to data
 Diboson
 Multijet  data-driven

Leading electron ET [GeV]

 Selection:
 Lepton and jets with pT > 40 GeV
 Clear lepton – jet separation: ΔR > 0.4
 Isolated lepton
Dominique Fortin
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Yellow band:
Statistics
Energy scale and resolution

New

Search for black holes with lepton + jets

2011 data analysis: 1.04 fb-1
 Benchmark: rotating BH
 BlackMax and Charybdis generators
 n = 6; MD = 0.8 TeV; MTh= 4 TeV
 Signature:
 At least 1 high pT lepton + 2 jets
 Backgrounds:
 W+jets, Z+jets, ttbar  adjusted to data
 Diboson
 Multijet  data-driven

Leading muon pT [GeV]
 Selection:
 Lepton and jets with pT > 40 GeV
 Clear lepton – jet separation: ΔR > 0.4
 Isolated lepton
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Yellow band:
Statistics
Energy scale and resolution

New

Search for black holes with lepton + jets

Leading electron ET [GeV]

Leading muon pT [GeV]

 Final selection:

Require scalar sum of pT from lepton + 2 jets > 400 GeV
Dominique Fortin
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Yellow band:
Statistics
Energy scale and resolution

New

Search for black holes with lepton + jets

Muon channel

Electron channel
 Signal region:

p-values are in the range 0.43 – 0.47  no excess
Dominique Fortin
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Yellow band:
Statistics
Energy scale and resolution

New

Search for black holes with lepton + jets: limits

Low multiplicity remnant

High multiplicity remnant

 Obtain similar results for high and low multiplicity remnant decays
 For MD = 1.0 TeV, MTh > ~4.6 TeV
 For MD = 2.5 TeV, MTh > ~4.0 TeV

ATLAS-CONF-2011-147
Dominique Fortin
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Summary
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Outlook


Past 15 months have been very productive
 Many results from ATLAS
 Many new searches under way

5 fb-1



With 7 TeV collisions, simulations indicates we
can reach the following mass limits
 1 fb-1:
mz’ ~ 1.8 TeV
 5 fb-1:
mz’ ~ 2.2 TeV
 30 fb-1: mz’ ~ 2.7 TeV



For very heavy object, discovery potential
increases rapidly with collision energy
 Parton luminosity



Another exciting year ahead !

Dominique Fortin
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Backup material follows

Dominique Fortin
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The ATLAS Detector
Toroids B.dl ~ 1-7 T.m
Muon

RPC + TGC: triggers

Spectrometer MDT + CSC: precision
σ/pT ~ 13% @ 1 TeV
Hadronic
Calorimeter

EM
Calorimeter

Fe+scint. or Cu/W+LAr
σ/E ~ 50%/E1/2 ⊕ 3%
Thickness ~ 10 λ
Lead+LAr
σ/E ~ 10%/E1/2 ⊕ 1.5%
Thickness ~ 24 X0
2 Tesla solenoid

Inner

Si pixels + strips

Detector

TRT
σ/pT = 5 x 10-4 pT ⊕ 0.01

Dominique Fortin
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Technicolor
 Technicolor: alternate mechanism of EWSB
 Introduce new strong gauge interaction
 Typically some SU(NTC)
 New fermions sensitive to TC  techniquarks
 ND isospin doublets of techniquarks
 TC becomes large for ΛTC ~ O(100 GeV)
Technicolor

 Chiral symmetry breaking
 EW precision constraints on FCNC:

Qd

 Scaled-up QCD models excluded,

but TC with a walking coupling is ok
 Can chose NTC and ND accordingly…

Dominique Fortin
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...

gTC

Search for contact interactions with dimuons
 Contact interactions
 Large extra dimensions (ADD)
 Compositeness models
 Benchmark model:
 Left-left isoscalar compositeness model
 Constructive or destructive interference with DY
 Investigate both possibilities
 Same analysis as Z’, different interpretation
 Set limit on minimum energy scale for fermion binding energy is Λ
 Obtain Bayesian limits at 95% C.L. based on 40 pb-1
 Λ- > 4.9 TeV

Λ+ > 4.5 TeV

Phys.Rev.D84, 011101(R) (2011)
Dominique Fortin
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Search for heavy resonances with 2 leptons + 2 jets: LQ
2010 data analysis: 35 pb-1
 Motivated by compositeness and GUT models
 LQ produced singly or in pair
 Signatures:
 ee or µµ + 2 jets
 eν or µν + 2 jets

(ν = MET)

 No excess found
 Limits on 1st and 2nd generation LQ
 If β = B(LQ  lq) = 100%
 Mass LQ1st > 376 GeV
 Mass LQ2nd > 422 GeV

Phys.Rev.D83, 112006 (2011)
Dominique Fortin
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Search for resonances with dijets

mass of jet-jet system 4.0 TeV
Dominique Fortin

MET = 0.1 TeV
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Searches for resonances with dijet

 Sensitive to excited quarks, strong gravity, contact interactions
 Look for excess above phenomenological fit of the data
 No excess found
 Set Bayesian limits at 95% C.L.
Dominique Fortin
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Searches for resonances with dijet: model-independent
Summary of model-dependent searches

Model-independent searches
 Hypothetical signal
 Gaussian-distributed mjj
 Mass from 0.9 to 4.0 TeV
 Width between 5 – 15% of mass

Submitted to Phys. Lett. B
arXiv:1108.6311
Dominique Fortin
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Search for strong gravity: monojets
 Benchmark model:
 Large extra dimension (ADD)
 Search for high pT jet and ~ nothing else
 Leading jet pT > 300 GeV
 MET > 220 GeV
 No high pT secondary jets
 No high pT leptons
 Dominant backgrounds:
 Z(→ νν) + jets, W(→ τν) + jets
 Multijet  from data

Dominique Fortin
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Search for strong gravity: monojets
Multijet  from data
 Misrecoed 2nd jet
 MET aligned with 2nd jet
 Use MC prediction but determine scaling

factor from data: 0.94

Dominique Fortin
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Search for strong gravity: monojets
 Yields
 Expected bkg: 1010 ± 75 events
 Data: 965 events
 Set model independent limit on cross-

section × acceptance at 0.11 pb-1
 Set limit on MD as a function of number

of extra dimensions
 MD < 3.2 TeV excluded for n = 2
 MD < 2.0 TeV excluded for n = 6

ATLAS-CONF-2011-096
Dominique Fortin
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Search for strong gravity: dileptons

 Observed limits for G* (k/MPl=0.1):

 Observed limits for different couplings:

Dominique Fortin
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Search for strong gravity: diphotons
2010 data analysis with ~ 36 pb-1
 Require 2 photons with ET > 25 GeV
 Backgrounds
 Irreducible diphoton
 Fake rate from jets
 Obtain background from fitting γγ mass

spectrum below 500 GeV
 Sum of two exponential functions
 No excess found  limits
 Limit on mass of G* for k/Mpl = 0.1

mG* > 920 GeV
ATLAS-CONF-2011-044
Dominique Fortin
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Search for ttbar resonances
2011 data analysis with 1.04 fb-1
 Motivation:
 Alternative EWSB models
 Enhanced 3rd generation couplings
 Benchmark model
 Randall-Sundrum KK gluon
 Signature:
 Dilepton channel
 Large HT and MET
 No excess in data found
 Exclude gkk with mass < 0.84 TeV

ATLAS-CONF-2011-123
Dominique Fortin
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Search for strong gravity with diphotons + MET
 Modified universal ED
 SM fields can propagate in UED
 KK excitation for each SM particle
 Cascade decay to γ*
 γ* → γ + G
 Benchmark:
 ΛR = 20; n=6; MD = 5 TeV
 Signature:
 2γ + MET (MET > 125 GeV)
 2010 data analysis: 36 pb-1
 Exclude 1/R < 961 GeV

Submitted to EPJC Letters
arxiv:1107.0561
Dominique Fortin
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Search for black holes with same-sign dimuons
2010 data analysis: 31 pb-1
 Benchmark:
 BH from BlackMax generator
 n = 6; MD = 0.8 TeV; MTh= 3 TeV
 Require a pair of same-sign muons
 Isolation requirement on leading lepton
 Require high track multiplicity
 Ntrk(pT > 8 GeV) ≥ 10
 Expect 8 background events in signal region
 Observe 4 events in data
 Set limit on cross-section × acceptance of

black holes at 148 fb
Dominique Fortin
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Search for black holes with same-sign dimuons

 Set limits for non-rotating (left) and rotating (right) black holes
 Non-rotating: for MD = 1.0 TeV, MTh > 3 TeV
 Rotating:

for MD = 1.0 TeV, MTh > 3.3 TeV
ATLAS-CONF-2011-075

Dominique Fortin
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New

Search for black holes with lepton + jets: eff. x-section

 Set effective cross-section limit:

σeff = σ(pp → l X) × acc. × eff.
 The acceptance × efficiency is
 Electron channel: 74 ± 6 %
 Muon channel: 51 ± 5 %
Dominique Fortin
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